


Hansa Tours was born in 2003 in order to attend the foreign families

who come to Colombia to adopt children. These families have a lot

of free time, so Hansa created tours in Bogota and its surroundings

to give people entertaining as well as knowledge of our City.

Today, we are considered as one of the best receiving tourist

agencies in Colombia, that´s why we have the trust of great hotel

chains settled in Colombia and international companies too.

The big difference Hansa Tours offers is based on 3 pillars:

-Hansa Tours concentrates, focuses and specializes its activities

exclusively in Bogota and surroundings. - Hansa Tours provides

information on their services and products online using a web

technology platform, which delivers the efficient and effective

response in no more than 24 hours. - Hansa Tours focuses on a

character service fully personalized and tailored to the passenger,

allowing tourist satisfaction.

The extensive experience of our professionals, responsibility and

knowledge in Colombia, make Hansa Tours is currently listed as a

responsible, serious, reliable and concerned to deliver the highest

standards of quality to the passenger.

ABOUT US



SERVICES

Hansa tours is characterized by offering quality and fully 

customized services, providing the following services : 

Professional guidance in different languages: English, 

Portuguese, French , Italian, German , Mandarin Chinese , 

among others.

 Private transport in late model vehicles and full 

equipment. Transfers From/to hotel, airport , availability for 

hours both inside and outside the cities.

 Professional consultancy in everything related to tourist 

destinations and management of corporate and private 

events .





Historical CenterLa Candelaria

Bogota’s historic center is the place where it all

began. We invite you to explore the corners

that gave the origin to this cosmopolitan city’s

development, walking around the paved

streets of La Candelaria, a place full of art and

culture. In this tour, you will visit the National

Congress, the Primal Cathedral, the Palace of

Justice, the City Hall (Lievano’s Palace) and

the 20th of July Palace, all of them emblematic

places that resist the pass of time.

If you are interested in pre-Columbian tradition,

in the Gold Museum you will witness the biggest

collection of pre hispanic goldsmith in the

world, with more than thirty four thousand gold

pieces



Historical CenterMonserrate

If you are in Bogotá on vacation or business,

going to Monserrate Hill is a must. To observe

the majesty of the city from above is a unique

experience, that will become an unforgettable

memory. To reach the top of the hill you have

three options: cable car, railway or if you have

time, a stepped way to climb walking.

At 3.152 meters above the sea level, this place

has become part of the capital’s city, due to its

high volume of Colombian and foreign visitors

that arrive because of their catholic beliefs or

because of the beautiful landscape that you

can enjoy. Shopping is also part of this tour. .



Historical CenterUrban Experience

Those looking for an unforgettable experience in 
Bogotá, one day immersion in the culture and 
Bogota customs, this tour will give them a single 
view of our city. We will start Traveling by public 
transport , where you can choose one of these 3 
options: 

-National Museum and La Candelaria Historical 
Center .

-La Candelaria and visit the Gold Museum and the 
Botero Museum . 

- Paloquemao Market and then take the bus to La 
Candelaria.

After this, you will be ready for testing your aim in 
the game of Tejo , the only native sport of 
Colombia with a history that began over 500 years 
ago, this sport has been preserved in the Campo 

and the City as a way of bringing together “The 
Compadres " 



Historic CenterWalking Tour

You can’t miss this incredible opportunity to 

make this tour around La Candelaria and to 

know the Historical Center of Bogota and 

charmed by its rich history ! The meeting point is 

in the Botero Museum Front Desk.  The Historic 

Center of Bogota is the place where it all began. 

We explore the places that have witnessed the 

development of a cosmopolitan city on this tour 

of the Candelaria. Walking the cobbled streets of 

downtown Bogota is to be the spectator of a 

space where architecture , art and culture are 

really an enjoyment. 

The Congress of the Republic , The Primada

Cathedral , the Palace of Justice , The Mayor ( 

Palacio Liévano ) and the July 20 House resist the 

passage of time in an area full of history where 

the republic was built.



Panoramic

City night lights seduce and make you fall in

love, that´s what Bogotá gives you. Downtown

shows its majestic illumination in Bolivar Square

where the Primal Cathedral, The Justice Palace

and Nariño’s House show in an impressive way.

The best view of downtown can be seen from

Monserrate. As we continue heading north we

will find the heart of the city’s nightlife. The 93

Street Park, the T zone, the Zona Rosa and

Usaquen will be the perfect scenaries to get a

good sense of the capital’s nightlife. To finish

the tour a popular viewpoint awaits for you, La

Calera. Here you’ll have a chance to

appreciate Bogotá’s nocturnal landscape. A

dinner will be the perfect complement to finish

an unforgettable evening.

Day and Night



Shopping Tour

Colombia is a country that loves fashion and

design, and in Bogotá is where the most

renown designers from Colombia are

gathered. If you are a passionate about this

topic, this shopping tour will fulfill your

expectations. Apart from designers boutiques,

in this tour you will visit other shopping malls

such as Atlantis, Andino, El Retiro and

Unicentro, in which you will find a big number

of brands, both locals and foreign.

Another alternative for your shopping are the

outlets, where you will find high quality

products at the best price. The leather articles

gallery from 7 de Agosto, the native handicraft

of Pasaje Rivas and the exquisite emeralds from

the traditional establishments like Galeria Minas

de Colombia are also part of this shopping tour

Boutiques and Design



Bar Night

This tour begins in the best bars in town,

distributed in zones such as Usaquen, Park 93

and T Zone. In these places you will witness the

diversity of environments that the capital’s

nightlife offers. If you want to catch the latin

flavor and the best salsa live, Café Libro will be

the ideal place, you will enjoy the emblematic

restaurant Andres DC. Other options are Salto

del Angel in Park 93 with its tropical vibe, and

Kukaramakara with the best live music. In

Bogota you will find enjoyment for all tastes.

Other options are Salto del Angel in Park 93

with its tropical vibe, Andres DC and Gringo

Tuesdays at La Villa with the best live music. In

Bogota you will find enjoyment for all tastes.

Hora.

Bar Hopping



Bike Tour

Are you a sport lover? Then this tour is for you.

Ride a bike around Bogotá and enjoy more

than 300 kilometers of Cicloruta, a road

created especially for enjoyment, recreation

and sport. An ecologic tour in which you will

see the city from close, and delight yourself

with the architecture, the landscapes and the

city streets.

Another Point of view





Guatavita

“El Dorado” legend comes to life in Guatavita

lagoon, an ancestral place that fascinates all

visitors. During approximately an hour and a

half you will be enjoying the beautiful

landscapes of the city highways up to the very

last minute when you arrive to Guatavita la

nueva, a picturesque town with colonial

architecture located next to Tominé dam. From

there you will follow your way to the sacred

lagoon of Guatavita, where you will learn the

popular legend of El Dorado; based in a

worship Muisca ritual where gold was the main

element. Get to know all the mysteries from this

place where the indigenous magic lives, from

the beginning of the tour you will enjoy

viewpoint strategically located.

Hora.

El Dorado Legend



Zipaquirá

Zipaquira’s Salt Cathedral is a place that every tourist
should visit when they come to Colombia. An
architectural and engineering masterpiece like no

other! Zipaquirá is a colonial town very close to
Bogotá, but its typical architecture is not its main
attraction. 180 meters (196 yards) below the surface
you’ll find an engineering jewel that is famous all over
the world: the salt cathedral, the first Wonder in
Colombia. Witness with your own eyes this space that
will leave you breathless. Inside the mine you will find

art masterpieces that, due its greatness and
illumination, make this destination a must. You can
walk around some charming towns of the Bogotá
Savannah, like Nemocón or Guatavita that offer
typical handcrafts. And at lunch, enjoy the local
gastronomy, with delicious dishes to fill your taste with
flavors.

Beauty Underground



Nemocón

One of the most picturesque towns in the Savannah is

Nemocón, located just few kilometers away from
Bogotá. Visit the salt mines that surround it and let the
colonial architecture blow your mind while you walk
around the town, where tranquility is everywhere.

Nemocon salt mines are a hidden treasure waiting to
be explored to show saline formations with more than

40 years. There, visitors can see a salt crystal with a
heart shape considered the biggest in the world,
called “The Heart of Colombia”. After visiting the most
beautiful touristic places from the Bogota’s savannah,
enjoy a lunch with the flavors of the local gastronomy.
This tour can be combined with Zipaquira or
Guatavita, in that way you will have a wider

perspective of the capital’s surroundings.

Beauty Underground



Coffee Plantation

Above many products such as flowers and
emeralds, Colombia is internationally known for its

delicious quality coffee, which is produced in several
areas of the country. Discover the secrets of making
the most exquisite coffee in the world. Only 2 hours
from Bogotá, to the South, there are plantations of
coffee beans that daily awake Colombians and
foreigners with their invigorating aroma. At
“HACIENDA SANTA COLOMA” discover the coffee

process, from its seeding, through its milling and
packing. Close this interesting tour with a delicious
lunch in the cozy town of Chinauta

Colombian Flavors



Typical Savannah Towns

Very near from Bogotá we can find small towns that
appear to be stuck in time, with a laidback vibe that

contrasts with the city rhythm. Investing your free time
exploring their culture, gastronomy and handcrafts will
be a gratifying experience.

You will have the chance to know beautiful towns like
Chía, Cajicá, Tabio, La Calera, Sopó, Tenjo or
Guasca, destinations that delight with their

landscapes, flavors and the kindness of their people.
The pre Columbian, colonial, republican and modern
styles mix in these towns streets, as a warranty of a
journey full of memories.

One of the options for a typical creole lunch will be
Sopó, where you can enjoy delicious desserts at

Alpina cabin.

Tradition



Villa de Leyva

If you enjoy the calm environment of the

countryside, open roads and the beautiful
colonial architecture, this visit will leave you
breathless. Villa de Leyva was founded in
1572 with the name of Villa de Santa María
de Leyva and recognized as a national
monument in 1954. It is considered one of
the most beautiful towns in Colombia,

being the town itself and its surroundings
one of the most important touristic
destinations in the country. The beauty of
this town makes it simply exceptional: its
architecture, mild weather and landscape
diversity makes it a hard to forget place.

History Near Everybody





Coffee Tasting

Colombian coffee is known worldwide for its soft
flavor. You can’t miss this tour that will show not only
the whole harvesting process, but it will teach you a
bit of the fascinating coffee culture.

In this tour you will know different varieties, qualities
and preparation forms of the coffee. After a brief

presentation, you will see the harvesting process,
grind, toast and try different varieties to recognize its
characteristics.

A unique journey between the scents and flavors of
the most delicious coffee in the world, Colombian
coffee.

Colombian Flavor



Architecture

If you are passionate about architecture, you can’t
miss the opportunity to explore the urban diversity that

Bogotá offers. From the colonial to the republican,
and from the neoclassic to the neo gothic to the
modern, explore different houses and buildings
considered national patrimony and delight yourself
with the mixture of cultures reflected in the design of
different architects in neighborhoods such as Quinta
Camacho, El Nogal, La Merced, Teusaquillo and

Chapinero.

You will witness the rich heritage of Rogelio Salmona,
one of the most known architects from Colombia, and
precursor of the urban movement in the Latin-
American architecture, that promoted the city
development.

Time and Space Travel



Gourmet

One of Colombia’s biggest richness is its
gastronomic offer, due to its wide variety of fruits,
vegetables and seafood thanks to its privileged

position, surrounded by oceans and a great variety
of weathers. You will discover most of these
products in a visit to the farmers market, a unique
experience, picturesque and fun. Bargain, buy and
let the colors and flavors of this place seduce you.

Colombian cuisine has been influenced by

European, Andean and Afro-American cultures
that have allow the creation of recipes and unique
dishes that you can’t miss. Visit La Puerta Falsa, the
most traditional restaurant in Bogotá that during
more than 200 years has stayed present, becoming
an unmissable destination. Here you will try tamales,
hot chocolate and arepas, some of the local’s

favorites.
Activities

Joining Flavors



Fotography

Photography is not just a hobby; it is a passion

and a way of expression. It doesn’t matter if you
are a rookie or a professional photographer,
Bogota will provide all types of landscapes that
will fascinate your lens. A 5 hours tour will be
enough to walk around the most photogenic
areas of the city, where a specialized tutor will
assess and give you tips to improve your skills in

this fun activity.

La Candelaria’s architecture, the privileged view
from Monserrate, the majesty of plaza de bolivar,
and the beautiful design of the bullfighting ring
will be our objective in front of the lens.

Images Lovers



Religious

The Catholic tradition inherited from the Spaniards
was not only a matter of faith. Its presence influenced
architecture, art, goldsmith and indigenous traditions.

This tour will show us in a unique way all the religious
manifestations and its repercussion in the cultural
expressions.

Impressive structures such as the Primal Cathedral, the
Santa Clara church museum, the Candelaria Church,
and Carmen Church are home of histories,

monuments and traditions that survived the pass of
time until today. This tour is truly unique. Get to know
the diversity of churches that Bogotá offers. All this
and a lot more will be part of the unmissable
destinations along the road. As a religious destination,
visiting the Divino Niño Sanctuary is a visit you cannot
miss. It is the destination of pilgrims and worshipers,

that during decades have assist to this pray center.

Churches From All The times



Art Galleries

Bogotá is a city full of art and culture so you can’t

say goodbye to the Colombian capital city
without taking a tour around the most important
galleries, and why not acquire a piece of art. We
invite you to know Bogota’s galleries, guided by
art experts that will show you the best national
and latinamerican artistic samples, and that will
assist you in case you are interested in buying. At

the end of the tour enjoy a delicious lunch in an
exclusive restaurant of Zona Rosa, G Zone or Park
93.

Arte and Shopping



Colombian Salsa Music

In Colombia, during the 60’s and 70’s, salsa
music was defined as a urban popular identity
element. In this tour you will learn the basic steps

to feel all the strength and the energy of this
catchy rhythm. In a personalized class, you will
learn the proper salsa moves and its melodious
rhythm.

During the break, enjoy a delicious dinner to
recharge your energy, because at night Galeria

Café y Libro will be waiting for you to practice
what you learned, with live salsa shows and the
best salsa mood in the city.
COLOMBIAN

Dancing and Learning





Horseback Riding

Break the routine and explore a fresh and relaxed countryside landscape that will

allow you to free the stress while knowing a little bit more of the bogota

surroundings.

Few kilometers from the city you can find Cajica, a town where walking or riding a

horse you will enjoy pure air, gastronomic samples such as corn in a cob and

arepas.

Get Out Of The Routine



Tequendama Orchids

Just two hours far from Bogota, we’ll find the Salto del Tequendama, place

visited by a lot of tourists, not only Colombian but foreigners for its view and history,

a few kilometers further we’ll be visiting the Tequendama’s Orchids, a huge garden

we’ll walk for two hours to observe closely our special flower and its species in

danger of extinction, being well cared and protected, in its natural habitat

Natural Beauty



The Chicaque Park

Get into Chicaque Natural Park is to feel in a movie. An unimaginable amount of

fauna and flora will be waiting for you to marvel you with its diversity.

Waterfalls, seven forest types, more than 200 bird species, 20 of mammals and 18

kilometers of trails are the principal attractions of this park, that is only at 50 minutes

from bogotá and is a must.

The view from the restaurant is amazing, and will let you witness the greatness of this

natural treasure from above, while you enjoy a delicious lunch.

Natural



La Reserva Bio Park

Imagine walking around an exhuberant humid andean forrest, through the amazon

jungle or a wetland from Bogotá’s savannah, trees, bushes, flowers, waterfalls, birds

and butterflies flying around you or iguanas and turtles walking the same path you

are in. This image can become a reality in La Reserva Bio Park, a park designed

under the green building concept, that will make you feel part of a consent

community and learn how to live in harmony in a world where nature and men

cohabit in a balanced way.

An Escape



Chorrera Adventure Park 

You will be find in Choachi ones of the highest waterfalls of South America. Visit the

fall El Chiflon, the monos cave and the waterfall La Chorrera. Connect with all the

nature can give you, like water reserves, with pure water, pure air, and the best

relaxing environment.

Adventures





Tennis

Bogota is a city with so many things

to do, most of them you can do it

playng the sport that you like, we will

show you many places where you

could ride a bike, playing tennis,

playing golf and some other sport

you could practice here..

Wellness



Golf

If you are on vacation in Bogotá, you

can’t miss the opportunity to visit the

most exclusive golf clubs, available

for you to practice this interesting

sport. La Cima, San Andres, Rincon,

La Sabana, Bogotá, Golf Club and

Guaymaral are few of the options

you will have to enjoy excellent golf

courses, beautiful facilities and kind

service. Our personnel will pick you

up at your hotel to take you to the

course, where you will have your

own caddie, a refreshment and

lunch

Naturally Good





Amusement Parks

Family vacations are always a

lifetime memory. Walk around the

thematic parks that Bogota has and

live a unique and fun experience

with your beloved ones. Science and

technology become one in

“Maloka”, a park that offers

knowledge and fun. “SalitreMagico

(Magic Salitre) and Mundo Aventura

(Adventure World) will raise your

adrenaline, and “Museo de Niños

(Children`s museum) will delight the

youngest ones. A whole day of

entertainment building memories to

remember

For Everybody



Finkana
To enjoy a close contact with farm

animals of diverse species is a unique

activity that only Finkana can offer.

Don’t allow your family to leave

Bogotá without living this experience.

Located just few kilometers away

from the city, Finkana counts with

different kinds of animals that you

and your family can interact with.

Enjoy a horse ride or feed a sheep in

this park where the contact with

nature is unique, and where you can

enjoy shows where animals are the

main attraction.

This tour is without a doubt the most

remembered by tourists.

Contact



Jaime Duque Park

Built in 1983, Jaime Duque is an
entertainment space that your family
won’t forget. Enjoy a cultural, fun and

informative tour surrounded by calm
countryside scenery.

Leaving Bogotá to the north, Jaime
Duque Park shows a diversity of attractions
that can be enjoyed by grownups and
kids. One the advantages of these

activities is that they have low impact,
becoming the perfect plan for elder
people and little kids. You will enjoy a zoo
with more than 200 species, a Colombian
map that can be seen from 12 meters
above, a replica of the Taj Mahal and
many more attractions

Tradition





www.hansatours.com

Cel: (57) 315 339 48 12

Tel: (57 1) 637 98 00

Email: info@hansatours.com


